
ARTS FOR CHANGE 
WORKSHOPS

MEDIA FOR ARTS
 NOVEMBER 4    7:00 - 8:30 PM

WITH KIRAN RAI, SARA ROQUE, AND SEDINA FIATI.

Moderated By: Michael Ciuffini, Film Office, City of Brampton



Bio 

My first name, Sedina, means a gift from God in Ewe and my middle name, Ama, is given to a 

girl born on a Saturday. I hope to be a gift from God to the world, with the restful and exciting 

energy of a Saturday. I was born and raised in Toronto, mainly in Rexdale, as a part of the 

resilient Black diaspora.  I am a part of a movement that celebrates, affirms and deeply supports 

BIPOC artists to tell their stories with the truth, grace and trauma that informs our lives. I believe 

in the transformative power of storytelling and the deep responsibility we have as storytellers to 

do more than entertain, but to move audiences, and reveal truths. I continue to be fueled by 

activism and the inspiration to do right for future generations. Favourite and recent artistic 

projects: Maternal (producer, short, Best Short Film, CaribbeanTales Film Festival), Super Zee 

(short, performer, Best New Fandom - Outlantacon), Tokens (performer, web series, Nominee 

ACTRA Toronto Best Ensemble), Queer Your Story (ACTRA Toronto PSA, co-writer, co-

producer, performer), Share The Screen (ACTRA Toronto PSA, producer and performer). Every 

Day She Rose (Nightwood Theatre, co-director), Switch: The Village (collective member, 

QTBIPOC street performance, Buddies in Bad Times 2018 & 2019), Feminist Fuck It Festival 

(multidisciplinary festival, co-creator and co-producer).  

 

Some of my work to check out 

 

Share The Screen (ACTRA Toronto PSA, Producer & Performer) - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv_s2LS0j1A 

 

Super Zee (trailer for the short film, Performer) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHd6T4f0UJ4 

 

Queer Your Stories (ACTRA Toronto PSA, Performer, Producer, Co-Writer) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=163zfH1go8s&t=5s 

 

Questions for your art and activism practise 

 

● What do I value as an artist and activist? 

● How can my art demonstrate my values and the world I want to see, in both process and 

product? 

● Who is my audience and community? 

● What is my sphere of influence? What spaces can I transform? 

● How long and what are my boundaries around the work I can do? How do I 

communicate those boundaries 

● How do I practise self care? 

● Who is my support system? 

● How can I celebrate small and large victories? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wv_s2LS0j1A

